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Almost the -wide narrative has had to be painfully reconstructed from
deeds and records. It cannot be said that it makes entertaining reading.
But it is an admirable piece of work of its kind, which has more than
usual interest from the fact that the family owned three important houses
in Paris, the Hotel d'Orgemont, the Hotel d'Orgemont-Mery, and the
Hotel des Tournelles. The first passed through an heiress in 1485 to
Guillaume de Montmorency, grandfather of the celebrated Anne, first
duke, and constable of France, and so came to be known as the Hotel
de Montmorency. The second, which was close to the first, was also
a famous house. The third became the palace of John of Bedford, and
part of it in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was the Hotel d'An-
gouldme. Another acquisition of the chancellor was Chantdlly, to the
early history of which one chapter is devoted; it is from documents
preserved at the chateau that much of the material for the present volume
is derived. With the third part M. Mirot comes to his chief subject,
the career of Nicolas d'Orgemont, the third son of the chancellor.
Nicolas was a cripple, whence he was called commonly le Boiteux
d'Orgemont. l ike the rest of his family, he adopted an official career;
he was a councillor of the parliament of Paris, archdeacon of Amiens,
dean of St. Martin at Tours, and canon of Notre-Dame. Though his
ecclesiastical benefices were not of the first rank, the wealth which
he inherited from his father and eldest brother gave him a position
of importance. There was nothing very striking in his career, but
M. Mirot has succeeded in piecing together much that is interesting
for the social and ecclesiastical life of the time. Nicolas had an
aptitude for intrigue, and though in politics he seems to have been
a moderate Burgundian, his known character and his influential position
in the chapter of Notre-Dame probably made him a natural confidant
for the plot of 1416. The result was disastrous; the plot was discovered
on the eve of its execution'; the chief conspirators were promptly executed ;
and though Nicolas, as an ecclesiastic, escaped the extreme penalty, he had
to submit to a public degradation, to the loss of his benefices, and to the
confiscation of his private wealth. He died miserably, after a few months
of imprisonment, in September 1416. There is not much in the story of
Eis career; but it was worth telling if it could be told in the admirable
manner which M. Mirot has accomplished. It is hardly necessary to say
that the text is justified by ample notes. In addition there is a lengthy
appendix with a valuable collection of illustrative documents.

C. L. KINGSPOED.

Ceaare Borgia: A Biography. By W. H, WOODWABD. (London:
Chapman &, Hall, 1913.)

AN authoritative life of Cesare Borgia has long been needed, and readers
of Mr. "Woodward's previous works looked forward with confidence to the
present biography. They have not been disappointed. This is an admir-
able book, based on exhaustive research and distinguished throughout by
the discriminating judgement which springs from old and intimate acquain-
tance with the conditions of renaissance Italy. Fresh discoveries are
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hardly to be expected in a field which has been ransacked both by
historians of the papacy and students of Machiavelli, but the familiar
facts of Cesare's meteoric career gain meaning and unity in the
light of Mr. Woodward's interpretation. Particularly striking is the
importance which he attaches to the relations between the Borgia
and the kings of Aragon. From the time when Alonso de Borja came
to Italy with Alfonso of Aragon, the conqueror of Naples, until his great-
nephew Cesare set sail for his Spanish prison, some seventy-five years
later, the all-important factor in the fortunes of the Borgia was their
alliance with the Aragonese dynasty. As long as this friendship was
maintained intact the House of Borgia flourished. The cardinal feature
in the policy of AIATHTÎ PT VI was dependence upon Ferdinand the Catholic,
and when in the interests of his son Cesare he abandoned that policy in
order to identify himself with the French cause in Italy, he made the
great mistake of his life. This new departure was taken with profound
misgiving on his part, but hie was overborne by Cesare's masterful spirit
and by his own desire for the immediate aggrandizement of his family.
' The event proved that Alexander VI was right and his son wrong. And
upon Cesare it fell to pay to the uttermost the penalty of his misjudge-
ment ' (p. 18).

Among the documents printed here for the first time is the treaty
between Alexander VI and Alfonso II of Naples (22 March 1494, app. viii),
which determined the attitude of the papacy towards Charles V ill's
Italian expedition. On the episode of the murder of the captains at
Sinigaglia we have the Urbino manuscript ascribed to Federigo Veterani
(app. rviii). This narrative, together with the diario of Biagi di Buonac-
corsi, which is also cited (app. xvii), ranks with Machiavelli's dispatches
among the most trustworthy accounts of the beUissimo inganno of Sini-
gaglia. For everything relating to the Spanish kingdoms Mr. Woodward
has made considerable use of Zurita, Andes de la Corona de Aragon, an
authority which, as he points out, has been too little utilized by historians
of the Borgia.

On the problem of the murder of the duke of Gandia the author has
no new material to offer. He reiterates the conclusion of modern criticism
that there is no proof whatever of Cesare's guilt, but at the same tim» he
regards his responsibility for the deed as by no means improbable.
' Jealousy and interest, therefore, may be fairly adduced as motives for
the murder of Gandia at the hand of Cesare. In the light of later events,
the antecedent improbability of fratricide carries little weight. Yet it
must be repeated that the fact that an action is not inconceivable is
of itself no proof of the occurrence of such action' (p. 117). With
regard to that other cause oelibre, the death of Gian Galeazzo Sforza,
Mr. Woodward doe3 not exercise the same cautious reserve. While
admitting the absence of all proof as to the actual manner of Gian Gale-
azzo's death, he concludes: ' Indirectly, of course, it was due to the
treatment of him by his uncle and guardian' (p. 66). The treatment
accorded to the duke of Milan by Lodovico H Moro is quite as much an
open question as the precise nature of the relations existing between
Cesare and the duke of Gandia. We are tempted to retort in the author's
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own worda, ' the fact that an action is not inconceivable is of itself no
proof of the occurrence of such action'.

. To write the life of Cesare Borgia is also to be the biographer of
Alexander VI, and the personality of Rodrigo stands out in these pages
even more clearly than that of his son. Mr. Woodward gives an impressive
sketch of the nature of the papacy upon Alexander's accession, and of
the qualifications which the age demanded in the Head of Christendom.
Punctual in the performance of his ecclesiastical duties, having, it was
understood, a peculiar devotion to St. Anne, a distinguished canonist,
and a first-rate man of business, there seemed every likelihood that he
would rise to his position, like Aeneas Sylvius before him, and turn out
a successful and estimable pope. Yet whereas Pius II improved during
his pontificate, Alexander VI deteriorated, until at last ' his unprincipled
family ambition and his flagrant sensuality' contributed to the ruin of
his dearest ambitions. The horizon of the Borgias was bounded by
their own family, yet, personal motives notwithstanding, they played
their part in the foundation of the modern state. In Romagna and
the Patrimony, as Mr. Woodward points out, they struck at feudal
anarchy in one of its last strongholds. Owing to the good government
which Cesare established in Bomagna he has been rendered immortal by
Macbiavelli, while Cesena, Imola, Foril, and their sister cities clung to
the last hope of his return, and, long after his death, continued to bless
hia namp C. M. ADY.

The Rise and Fail of the High Commission. By ROLAND G. USHEB, PhD.
(Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1913.)

ALTHOUGH the court of high commission, to use the inaccurate but current
expression, fills a large space in Tudor and Stuart history, t.hi« book b
the first to give an adequate account of it. The story is difficult to write
because the records of the court, save a few fragments, disappeared during
the civil war, and the historian has to piece his narrative together from
the most varied materials, patent rolls, state papers, ecclesiastical records,
private letters, law books, theological treatises, pamphlets, libels. All these
sources have been laid under contribution by Dr. Usher, who has ransacked
libraries and collections of documents with untiring industry. The result
is a most valuable addition to the history of Tfagligh institutions.

The high commission is commonly regarded as an ecclesiastical court,
and such it was in practice during the greater part of its existence.
Strictly speaking, however, it was merely a body of delegates whom the
Crown appointed from time to time for the purpose of enforcing its
ecclesiastical supremacy. It originated with Henry V ill 's renunciation
of papal authority. Having assumed, or, as he claimed, resumed the
powers which the pope had exercised in England, Henry found it necessary
to make provision for enforcing them. Hence arose the appointment of
temporary commissions, of which several were constituted in the reigns
of Henry and Edward. In Mary's reign also, notwithstanding her renun-
ciation of the supremacy, commissions were issued, and in 1559 Elizabeth
continued the series with a patent which, according to the commonly
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